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Abstract

Both theory and recent empirical evidence on nudging suggest that observability of behavior

acts as an instrument for promoting (discouraging) pro-social (anti-social) behavior. Our

study questions the universality of these claims. We employ a novel four-party setup to

disentangle the roles that the relevant observational mechanisms play in affecting pro-/anti-

social behavior. We systematically vary the observability of one’s actions by others as well

as the (non-)monetary relationship between observer and observee. Observability involving

economic incentives crowds-out anti-social behavior in favor of more pro-social behavior.

Surprisingly, observation without economic consequences fails to achieve any aggregate

pro-social effect, and if anything it backfires. In additional experiments we confirm that

this backfiring effect is driven by inequity concerns. We propose and successfully test a

solution: increasing the focus on the underlying social norms.
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1. Introduction

Much of the existing behaviorally informed policies have focused on improving individ-

ual and collective well-being, with some approaches having yielded more success than oth-

ers (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008; Benartzi et al., 2017; Brandon et al., 2017). Importantly,

however, much less scholarly attention has been paid to the unintended and sometimes

detrimental consequences of nudging (Reijula et al., 2018), which go beyond simply unsuc-

cessful interventions, but may lead to actual backfiring effects that worsen outcomes (for a

discussion, see Sunstein, 2017, and Gino et al., 2019).1 A few recent examples of backfires

that resulted from nudge interventions include an increase in energy consumption (Ayres

et al., 2013), reduced savings in a 401(k) (Beshears et al., 2015), an increase in prescription

of antibiotics (Hallsworth et al., 2016), decrease in organ donor registrations (Behavioral

Insights Team, 2015), and a decline in sustainable food choices (Richter et al., 2018). These

studies are important because they highlight the potential risks of behavioral interventions

that are being used to affect societal and economic outcomes on both the individual and

collective level (Madrian, 2014; Allcott and Kessler, 2019; Bicchieri and Dimant, 2019).

Our paper adds to this growing body of results by presenting the backfiring of a partic-

ular prominent nudge: increasing observability of behavior to induce pro-sociality. While

the impact of observability on inducing pro-social behavior can be exerted through various

mechanisms such as reputation concerns, shame, and feelings of increased accountability

(Bohnet and Frey, 1999; Ernest-Jones et al., 2011; Ekström, 2012; Rogers et al., 2018),

existing literature reveals mixed results and a distorted picture of when and why certain

nudges that capitalize on observation and harness reputation do or do not work. We

attempt to shed more light on these conflicting results in a controlled environment by

disentangling the several behavioral channels at play while simultaneously reducing ob-

servability to actions alone in order to establish a clear causal chain. We achieve this by

varying observability of one’s actions by others as well as the (non-)monetary relationship

between observer and observee in a controlled laboratory setup. We employ the follow-

1Given the methodological difficulty of comparing nudge interventions (Szaszi et al., 2018), which is
amplified by inherent publication bias of null-findings in social sciences, it is challenging to credibly estimate
how many nudge interventions fail. Anecdotal evidence suggest that up to 50% of the interventions fail, as
argued by David Laibson in his talk at the Wharton Business School on November 12, 2018. The number
is based on his personal – and likely positively biased – scholarly experience.
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ing design: A decision maker can donate money from her own account to a charity or

can transfer money from the charitys account to her own. In the baseline treatment, the

only player who can observe the decision maker’s action is the decision maker herself (the

self-image treatment). We complement the baseline with two observability treatments. In

one treatment (social image condition, SocSig), an uninvolved third party observes the

decisions of the decision maker (dictator). In another condition (reputation treatment,

Reputation), decisions are observed by a person the dictator interacts with in a later stage

of the game. This is precisely a situation of indirect reciprocity as a better social image

may lead to future benefits in this treatment.

In real life, observability usually takes the form of observing a person and the corre-

sponding action simultaneously. More generally, we can think of social observation as a

nudge intended to get people to think about the social consequences of their behavior,

usually with the aim of encouraging pro-social behavior or reducing anti-social behavior.2

This has become a particularly popular approach in the current ‘nudge revolution’ due to

its fairly frugal implementation.

Beyond tit-for-tat reputation mechanisms, the empirical relation between observability

and social behavior is less clear and has produced conflicting evidence, which we try to

reconcile in our experiment. Studies analyzing the effect of observability on pro-sociality

find a variety of results ranging from positive effects (Haley and Fessler, 2005; Lacetera and

Macis, 2010), to negative effects (Lambarraa and Riener, 2015), to no effect (Dufwenberg

and Muren, 2006; Cason et al., 2016; Matland and Murray, 2016), in particular when the

observer is an uninvolved third party (Alṕızar and Martinsson, 2013; Festré and Garrouste,

2015). In contrast, evidence suggests that there is a strong effect of observability if the

observer interacts with the giver in later rounds of the game, i.e. during which (monetary)

reputation concerns are present (Bradley et al., 2018). Importantly, however, and in the

spirit of our investigation, recent evidence has produced the insight that observation can

backfire under certain circumstances; i.e., if it is viewed as coercive. Exemplary, past char-

ity donors who were reminded by email to donate, were observed to do so at first but then

observed to remove themselves from the mailing list. This is evidence to suggest that a re-

minder, in the form of observation, created resistance on the part of the donors (Damgaard

2Here we will equate pro-social behavior with actions that increase the welfare of others and anti-social
behavior with actions that decrease the welfare of others. See Dimant (2018) for a discussion in a similar
context.
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and Gravert, 2018). Other research that has considered the effects of observability on anti-

social behavior finds that observing and being observed can lead to behavioral contagion

of anti-social behavior and the erosion of norms (Falk and Fischbacher, 2002; Gino et al.,

2009; Dimant, 2018; Bicchieri et al., 2019a; Rilke et al., 2018).

In contrast to this literature, we are not investigating how observation of others’ be-

havior affects one’s own behavior. Instead, we are interested in answering: how does the

exposure of one’s actions affect one’s decisions to engage in pro- or anti-social behavior?

Our aim is to disentangle the mechanisms through which observability of behavior nudges

behavior. In particular, we focus on the prominent channels of altruism/self-image, social

image, and the reputation mechanism. We systematically vary the degree of observability

of one’s actions and the degree to which the parties interact with each other. Typically,

experimental analyses of indirect reciprocity involve dictator games where only a giving

option is present (within the context of reputation concerns in charitable giving see, e.g.,

Kajackaite and Sliwka, 2017). In contrast to this and much of the related nudging litera-

ture more generally that addresses the role of observability, we employ a framework where

both pro- and anti-social behavior is simultaneously possible. For this purpose, we refine

the give-or-take dictator game setting (List, 2007; Bardsley, 2008) and augment the setup

with a charity and other (un)involved parties.3 Therefore, our design allows us to study the

impact of an observability nudge in a indirect reciprocity setting where anti-social behavior

is possible as well (see also Balliet et al. 2014).

It is worthwhile to put a more recent stream of literature in perspective. A central

finding in behavioral economics is that people display pro-social behavior, at least under

certain institutional conditions, i.e. when compliant (deviant) behavior can be enforced in

both monetary and non-monetary terms (Becker, 1968; Xiao and Houser, 2011; Balafoutas

et al., 2014; Cooper and Kagel, 2016; Bicchieri et al., 2018). Observability is also the basis

for institutionalized reputation mechanisms, which leverage economic incentives and have

been shown to facilitate social welfare enhancing outcomes such as increasing coordination

and trust and enabling trade relations (Buchan et al., 2002; Bolton et al., 2004, 2013).

3A recent debate centers around the question whether giving in the dictator game can really be inter-
preted as intrinsic altruism or is either (i) an artifact of the experimental design (List, 2007; Bardsley, 2008)
as people can only give but not take and, therefore, giving may be due to an experimenter demand effect or
(ii) caused by the observability of decisions by other persons such that giving is due to social image concerns
rather than due to intrinsic altruism (Dana et al., 2006, 2007; Andreoni and Bernheim, 2009; Lazear et al.,
2012; Cappelen et al., 2017).
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Also, indirect reciprocity (Alexander, 1987; Nowak and Sigmund, 1998a,b; Engelmann and

Fischbacher, 2009; Grimalda et al., 2016), a major explanation for the evolution of human

cooperation, relies on the reputation gained from observable previous actions. Crucial to

the effectiveness of observability in these contexts is the possibility that the observer can

reciprocate or enforce the behavior of the observee.

Historically, some of the most prominent evidence for pro-social behavior has been

gathered from the dictator game (Forsythe et al., 1994), in which subjects may voluntarily

transfer a substantial fraction of their own endowment to other individuals. From early

on, a critical point of debate has been the role of observability as a catalyst for observed

generosity. Specifically, whether pro-social behavior is driven by the economic consequences

of the reputation that results from being observed, or whether the act of being observed is

in itself a sufficient pro-social motive (Andreoni and Bernheim, 2009).4

Our results cast doubt on the universality and effectiveness of such a nudge. Similar

to earlier studies, we find that reputation mechanisms that allow for a (monetary) enforce-

ment component increase pro-social behavior and curtail anti-social behavior relative to

the baseline in which the only observer is oneself. This shows that the evidence on rep-

utation mechanisms and indirect reciprocity is robust with respect to a generalization of

the experimental design where both pro- and antisocial behavior are possible. However,

we also find that social observation, absent the tit-for-tat lever, has little effect on overall

pro-social behavior and, if anything, indicates that anti-social behavior can increase.

We establish the robustness of this unexpected result in a second experiment on Amazon

MTurk where we used a larger, more heterogeneous, and generalizable sample of partici-

pants (Coppock et al., 2018; Snowberg and Yariv, 2018) to also investigate the potential

mechanisms in more detail. The experiment we conducted focuses on the self and social

observation conditions and several variants thereof. For one, the experiment reproduces

the results of our laboratory experiment and finds that mere observation can indeed yield

a backfiring effect, i.e. significantly more pronounced anti-social behavior. We then follow-

4Arguably, social approval is a motivation so deeply ingrained in human nature that even when observers
cannot reciprocate behavior through a reputation system, social observation might still act to nudge the
observee’s decision-making towards pro-social action (Akerlof, 1980; Andreoni and Bernheim, 2009; Lacetera
and Macis, 2010). Absent observability, the act of giving in a dictator game can result from intrinsic altruism
or the desire to maintain a positive self-image (Bénabou and Tirole, 2006; Hamman et al., 2010; Bénabou
and Tirole, 2011; Falk and Tirole, 2016). One possible channel in this context is the well-known warm glow
of giving (Andreoni, 1990).
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up with treatments that (i) investigate the mechanism behind the backfiring effect, along

with treatments that (ii) test whether increased focus on the norm can nudge people to

greater pro-social behavior when they are being observed. For (i) we are motivated by

the literature on inequity concerns in conjunction with the hypothesis that the focus of

such concerns is a function of whether or not one’s actions are observed and by whom,

e.g. because one’s reference group to which one compares onself to changes (e.g., Fehr and

Schmidt, 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000, for a recent and relevant discussion see Exley

and Kessler, 2018) . We present evidence that this is indeed a likely channel for the ob-

served backfiring effect. For (ii), we test the hypothesis that nudging people to think about

a descriptive norm of what others do affects the efficacy of the observation intervention

as suggested by Cialdini et al. (1990, 1991) and instrumentalized by Krupka and Weber

(2009). The nudge turns out to be highly effective. There is, in addition, a pro-social cross

effect with social observation of roughly equal size.

In light of our findings, one of our main conclusions is that social observation per se

has little pro-social benefit in a setting in which both anti-social and pro-social actions

are attainable. Rather, in the absence of enforcement mechanisms, the power of social ob-

servation rests largely with its ability to nudge decision makers into making the existence

and applicability of norms salient. What is more, to the best of our knowledge, our par-

simonious experiment is the first to establish the relationship between inequality aversion

and observability. In particular, it turns out that disadvantageous inequality has stronger

effects when one is observed by others. This can well be explained by reference group de-

pendence, i.e. a subject become more important in the reference group if she can observe

ones actions. Note that the formation of reference groups has been left rather vague in

the original inequity models (see discussions in Fehr and Schmidt (1999, pp. 821-822) and

Bolton and Ockenfels (2000, p. 189); for related experimental insights on narrowly framed

equity concerns see Exley and Kessler, 2018). Our findings also advance our understanding

of the nature of such context effects with respect to norm-learning and norm-following (Bic-

chieri, 2006; Bicchieri et al., 2019a), and increased altruism when one identifies stronger

with the victim (“identifiable victim” effect, e.g. Small and Loewenstein, 2003).

Our paper follows the following structure: Section 2 details the laboratory experiment,

develops a theoretical foundation for the testable hypotheses, and presents the results. We

introduce the follow-up MTurk and discuss the results in Section 3. Section 4 concludes.
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2. Laboratory Experiment

2.1. Design

Our basic design capitalizes on an extended one-shot dictator game with a taking option

(most closely mirroring List, 2007; Bardsley, 2008; Dimant, 2018, but see also Coffman,

2011). Participants were randomly assigned to one of three roles (A, B, or C) that differ

in their action space:

• Player A moves first and plays the role of a dictator who is assigned to a charity.

Both player A and the charity start with an initial endowment of 100 ECU.5 Player

A must decide whether to (i) give some or all of her own endowment to charity, (ii)

not change the equal split, or (iii) take some or all of the charity’s endowment and

add this to her own endowment.6

• Player B moves second and plays the role of a dictator who is in charge of a cash

box. Both Player B and the cash box have an initial endowment of 100 ECU. The

final payoff of B is always equal 100 ECU in that it is unaffected by any of her own

or other players’ decisions in the experiment. Player B must then decide whether to

transfer any or all of the money from the cash box to Player A. Any amount left in

the cash box will be returned to the experimenter. Hence, Player B has no personal

monetary incentive for her actions, as she cannot enhance her own payoff by leaving

money in the cash box.7

• Player C has the role of a passive observer who does not engage in active decision-

making. Just as with Player B, Player C has an initial endowment and a final payoff

of 100 ECU.

5The exchange rate used in the experiment was 10 ECU = e 1.
6We include a welfare multiplier of 2 for giving decisions, where the experimenter will double every

monetary unit transferred to the charity account.
7Again, we include a welfare multiplier so that the experimenter will double any amount given to Player

A. This is necessary to give Player A the incentive to be rewarded by Player B and leave the experiment
with more money than she started with. For example, if Player A decides to give all of her money (100
ECU) to charity, this amount is then doubled and added to the charity account with the initial 100 ECU,
making it a total of 300 ECU. If, in return, Player B decides to give all of the money (100 ECU) in the
cash box to Player A, this amount is then doubled and Player A ends up with 200 ECU. In consequence, a
fully pro-social behavior on the side of both Player A and Player B leads to a substantial welfare increase.
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A crucial feature of our experimental design is that we systematically vary the observ-

ability of the decisions that participants make across treatments. Our experiment consists

of one Baseline specification and two treatments. In the Baseline condition, henceforth

referred to as SelfSig, Player A’s behavior remains unobserved by other participants; any

reputation concerns are absent and each decision is merely self-signaling.8 That is, Player

B makes her decision without knowing what Player A did. Figure 1 displays the action

space and the order of actions for all participants in this Baseline condition.

Figure 1: Experiment 1 - Baseline Condition (SelfSig).

In Treatment 1, henceforth referred to as Reputation, Player B observes Player

A’s behavior, i.e. the amount given to or taken from the charity, before making her own

decision about whether to give some or all of the money from the cash box to Player A.

This is public knowledge and Player A is made aware of this circumstance prior to making

her decision towards the charity. Therefore, both monetary and non-monetary concerns

are at play as Player B can condition her cash box decision on Player A’s behavior. We

detail the mechanisms in Figure 2.

8Admittedly, self-signaling exists in all treatments. In this treatment, however, self-signaling is the
exclusive channel. In line with the theoretical predictions, the extent of self-signaling is the same across
treatments, and what varies are the additional channels such as reputation and social signaling.
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Figure 2: Experiment 1 - Treatment 1 (Reputation).

In Treatment 2, henceforth referred to as SocSig, Player C, rather than Player B,

can observe the decision of Player A but has no impact on Player A’s payoffs. Just as in the

Baseline treatment, Player B makes her cash box decision without being informed about

Player A’s behavior. Hence, Player A’s decision is being observed by a passive player which

allows us to separate reputation concerns from social concerns. As was the case before, the

setup is public knowledge and every player is made aware of the action space of each other

player prior to the first decision being made. In consequence, in addition to self-signaling

concerns that are existent in all treatments, Player A’s behavior now also bears social

signaling value. We present the details of this treatment in Figure 3.

The payoff structure employed in our experiment retains incentive compatibility while

accounting for potential crowding out effects caused by strategic considerations. We achieve

incentive compatibility by randomly selecting one group at the end of each session and then

using the decisions of the group members to determine their own and the charity’s payoffs.

The payoff of the participants in the remaining n-1 groups is equal to their initial endow-

ment (100 ECU), independent of their decisions throughout the experiment.9 The amount

9This implementation of a payoff function closely follows Bicchieri et al. (2019a) and Dimant (2018).
This incentive scheme is in line with suggestions made by Charness et al. (2016) and retains incentive
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Figure 3: Experiment 1 - Treatment 2 (SocSig).

of the chosen charity payoff is then given randomly to one of the three pre-announced

charities. This procedure is common knowledge among all participants and is explained in

the instructions given on the participants’ screens.

2.2. Participants and Procedures

Across three types of treatments, we recruited 423 subjects from various disciplines

at the experimental laboratory at the University of Kiel, Germany. Participants were on

average 24.6 years old and 54.7% were female. The experiment was programmed and con-

ducted with z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007). We ran a total of 28 sessions, each session lasting

approximately 60 minutes. Upon arrival, subjects were randomly assigned to a computer.

After the on-boarding process was completed, instructions were distributed and partici-

pants received sufficient time to read them carefully and to ask any clarifying questions.

Each participant received the same basic instructions regardless of her role or treatment.

Treatment variations were announced on the screen of the participants’ computers. Once

the experiment started, participants had to answer a series of comprehension questions

to ensure the instructions were clearly understood. After each participant answered the

compatibility as theoretically argued by Azrieli et al. (2018).
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questions correctly, the experiment continued with the random assignment of participants

to roles. Depending on their assigned role, participants had to make decisions that simul-

taneously affected their own payoff and that of a charity, or that only affected the payoff of

another participant, as indicated above. At the end of the experiment subjects filled out a

questionnaire and were privately paid in cash according to the outcome of the experiment;

the donation decision of one randomly selected participant was implemented. See Table 1

for a breakdown.

Treatments 
Endowment  

(A / Charity / B / C) 
Who Observes A? # Player A 

SelfSig 100 / 100 / 100 / 100 Noone 46 

Reputation 100 / 100 / 100 / 100 B 46 

SocSig 100 / 100 / 100 / 100 C 49 

 Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Player A. Because we employed triad-matching in our design, the indicated
observations per treatment are evenly split between Players A, B, and C and amount to a total of 138
participants for both SelfSig and Reputation each, and 147 participants for SocSig, respectively.

2.3. Theory and Behavioral Predictions

Let us denote the money Player A transfers to the charity by x where negative values

of x indicate taking money from the charity. Due to Player A’s initial balance, we have

−100 ≤ x ≤ 100. Thus, 100–x is the money Player A keeps in her private account. Addi-

tionally, Player A may receive money which Player B assigns to her from the cash box. We

denote this transfer by y. We assume that the behavior of A is motivated by a combination

of the following factors:

1. Self-interest, i.e. the money kept from the initial endowment, the money taken from

the charity (in total 100 – x) and the expectations about the money Player B will

transfer from the cash box (y)

2. Altruism, self-image and/or warm glow of giving, i.e. utility derived from transferring

money to the charity10

10Since the decisions only from Player A will decide the payoff to the charity (due to “pay one” nature
of incentives implemented for the reasons discussed above), we cannot distinguish between altruism and
self-image or a warm glow of giving. Such a distinction is, however, not the focus of our paper.
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3. The social image of A with respect to the observing player(s) j (SIA,j), which only

comes into play if x is observable by j.

Consequently, we get:

UA = U(100− x, x, E(y|x), SIA,j(x)) (1)

For expositional purposes, we assume that the utility function is additively separable

in its arguments (all results also hold for the general case):

UA = u(100− x) + v(x) + w(E(y|x)) + SIA,j(x) (2)

where u, v, and w are strictly increasing and u is strictly concave. A central question in

our design is the relation between SI and x. When modeling SI, we follow Bursztyn and

Jensen (2017) who refine the framework of Bénabou and Tirole (2006). Suppose there are

two types of subjects, which we label altruistic (a) and selfish (s). Then SI is given by

SIA,j(x) = λA,jEA(ωj(a))Probj(σA = a|x) (3)

In this formulation Probj(σA = a|x) denotes the probability that j thinks A is of type

a given the observed value of x. EA(ωj(a)) gives A’s expectations of the social desirability

of being seen as type a by group j and, finally, λA,j measures to which extent A cares

about her image in group j.

Let us first consider the SelfSig treatment. In this treatment, no other player can

observe x. Thus, neither y nor SI are influenced by Player A’s actions. The first-order

condition (FOC) for optimal x becomes

u′(100− x) = v′(x) (4)

i.e., in the optimum, the marginal loss in utility due to decreasing the private account

equals the marginal utility from altruism. Comparatively, in the SocSig treatment x is

observed by Player C, meaning that Player A’s actions are influenced by her self signaling

and social image but not by reputation concerns. The corresponding FOC becomes

u′(100− x) = v′(x) + SI ′A,j(x) = v′(x) + λA,jEA(ωj(a))
d

dx
Probj(σA = a|x) (5)

It seems reasonable to assume that Probj(σA = a|x) is increasing in x. If we assume

that both λA,j and EA(ωj(a)) are positive, we can hypothesize that the optimal x in SocSig

is higher than in SelfSig, since u is concave.
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Hypothesis 1: The average amount transferred to the charity should be higher in SocSig

than in SelfSig.

This stated, notice that, if either λA,j or EA(ωj(a)) are negative, we could observe a

lower x in SocSig. In the Reputation treatment, only player B can observe x. Here, besides

SI, y can also be influenced by x. We get the FOC

u′(100− x) = v′(x) + w′(E(y|x))
d

dx
E(y|x) + SI ′A,j

= λA,jEA(ωj(a))
d

dx
Probj(σA = a|x)

(6)

Since E(y|x) should depend positively on x, we get the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: The average amount transferred to the charity should be higher in Repu-

tation than in SocSig.11

Behavior in the Baseline measures pure altruism. Comparing the optimal x in Treat-

ment 2 with that in the Baseline informs us about the role of social image in promoting

pro-social (giving) behavior. In comparison to SelfSig, Reputation captures both social

image and pure reputation concerns, and therefore resembles indirect reciprocity. Finally,

the impact of pure reputation concerns is captured by the difference of x in SocSig and

Reputation. In our analysis, instead of the precise magnitude of x, its sign is of interest.

While negative values of x could certainly be regarded as a social norm violation, x = 0 is

the default, and any positive values of x should boost both SI and y. Therefore, we also

formulate a hypothesis with respect to observed frequencies of certain types of behavior.

Hypothesis 1*: The frequency of positive (negative) values of x should be higher (lower)

in SocSig than in SelfSig.

Hypothesis 2*: The frequency of positive (negative) values of x should be higher (lower)

in Reputation than in SocSig.

11An alternative assumption would follow the crowding-out literature (Bénabou and Tirole, 2006, for
experimental findings also see Frey and Oberholzer-Gee, 1997; Gneezy and Rustichini, 2000). This would
suggest that individuals donate out of pure altruism (and potential social image concerns) in SocSig, whereas
behavior in the Reputation condition is driven by monetary concerns as well. We instead follow the model
predictions as outlined above and our results support this decision empirically, as will be illustrated shortly.
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2.4. Results from the Laboratory Experiment

Our design allows us to look at the effects of reputation concerns, self-signaling, and

social signaling both on the intensive and extensive margin. We first investigate the inten-

sive margin, examining the magnitude of shifts in charitable giving, and then the extensive

margin, in this case the frequency of pro-social (giving) and anti-social (taking) behavior.

Unless otherwise specified, all reported p-values are the result of non-parametric tests.

Magnitude of Behavior

In this section, we attempt to answer: do the sums of money that Player A took away

from or gave to charity differ across treatments? Figure 4 displays the net percentage

change in the charity account due to Player A’s actions. A positive (negative) number

indicates a net benefit (net loss) for the charity.

*** ***

N = 41 41 44

Figure 4: Magnitude of change in charity account (compared to initial endowment) across treatments.
Observations per treatment are displayed at the bottom of each column. Horizontal lines with stars represent
statistical significance at *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of horizontal implies lack of
statistical significance at the conventional levels. Whiskers represent 95% CIs.

Consistent with what was anticipated in our hypotheses section, the largest spike of
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pro-social behavior appears in the treatment in which Player A’s behavior was directly

observed by Player B (Reputation). Here, participants donated 40.9% of their initial en-

dowment, larger than for the self-signaling (SelfSig) or social signaling (SocSig) treatment.

Mann-Whitney-U (MWU) test statistics indicate a highly significant difference between

Reputation and the two other treatments (p<0.01 and p<0.001, respectively). Surpris-

ingly, however, is that net contributions fall with the introduction of social signaling; 10.6%

SelfSig versus 2.1% SocSig. While this difference is not statistically significant (p=0.61),

the direction of the change is in stark contrast to the theoretical predictions.

In Figure 5, we provide coefficient plots in which we examine total change in charity

box, taking behavior, and giving behavior separately.12

*** **
Figure 5: Magnitude of change in charity account (compared to initial endowment) across treatments.
Coefficients (compared to SelfSig) based on Tobit regressions including various controls. Horizontal lines
with stars represent statistical significance at *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of horizontal
implies lack of statistical significance at the conventional levels. Whiskers represent 95% CIs.

Across multiple specifications, we find significantly different behavior in the Reputation

treatment, which is in line with our non-parametric results.13 Note that in line with

12The coefficient plots are a graphical illustration of the Tobit regression analysis including several co-
variates, which we present in the Appendix Table A1 and illustrate them in Figure A.2.

13For total change and giving behavior, our results in Appendix Table A1 also suggest a significantly
positive link between Player A’s behavior and her beliefs about the extent of reimbursement Player B
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our previous surprise finding, the post-estimation test between Reputation and SocSig

treatment suggests a significantly lower amount of money given to charity, both in terms of

total giving as well as giving behavior only. We do not observe a significant difference for

taking behavior only and conclude that the exposure to a passive third party particularly

affects giving.

Frequency of Behavior

Next, we examine individual heterogeneity with respect to the distribution of behavior

categories (taking, no change, and giving) and break it out across treatments in Figure 6.

Compared to the SelfSig, pro-social behavior is significantly more frequent and anti-social

behavior is significantly less frequent in the Reputation treatment, which is in line with our

Hypotheses 1* and 2*. Consistent with our previous results on the magnitude of behavior,

the directional change of taking behavior in SocSig compared to the Baseline – though

insignificant – is surprising and runs counter to our hypotheses.

*** **

Figure 6: Frequency of change in charity account. Coefficients (compared to SelfSig) are Log Odds and based
on Logit regressions including various controls. Horizontal lines with stars represent statistical significance
at *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of horizontal implies lack of statistical significance at the
conventional levels. Whiskers represent 95% CIs.

will provide through the transfer from the cash box, leading to significantly more giving when higher
reimbursement is anticipated.
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In sum, in experiment 1, the existence of reputation concerns proved an effective means

to increase (decrease) pro-social (anti-social) behavior with respect to the frequency at

which such behavior occurs. This is in line both with the previously discussed literature and

our hypotheses section. At the same time, contrary to initial expectation, the presence of

social signaling failed to increase contributions, and descriptively, although not statistically,

seemed to facilitate anti-social behavior compared to the SelfSig condition.

We now turn to the follow-up experiments that we have run on MTurk to examine both

the observed backfiring effects as well as additional mechanisms in more detail.

3. Follow-Up Experiments on MTurk

According to the literature (see above, particularly in the theory section) introducing

observation by a third party should trigger greater norm observance and overall improve

the outcome of the charity relative to the Baseline condition. Instead, Experiment 1 found

no statistical effect and lead to a somewhat worse outcome for the charity in the presence

of a passive third-party observer, in particular with respect to the amount given to (rather

than taken from) charity.

Having been surprised by this result, we designed a series of follow-up experiments on

Amazon’s MTurk. First, we test the robustness of our laboratory findings in SelfSig and

SocSign to a different population and with a substantial boost in statistical power made

possible by a larger and more diverse sample.14 Next, we investigate both the reasons for

the surprising backfiring effect of SocSig and approaches to counteract this effect. For this

purpose, we investigate whether the strength of the social observation effect is related to

both inequality concerns (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000) and the

strength of attention drawn to the norm as some theory suggests. The latter tests the

hypothesis that nudging people to think more about the norms others might follow affects

the efficacy of the observation intervention by triggering greater norm compliance (Cialdini

et al., 1990, 1991). Hence, in addition to replicating our SelfSig and SocSig laboratory

results, we run two new treatments in which we vary the norm focus capitalizing on the

approach of Krupka and Weber (2009).

14To ensure high quality data on MTurk, we utilize a combination of CAPTCHAs and screening questions
to avoid pool contamination. We applied the following restrictions to the participant pool: participants
had to be in the U.S., approval rate was greater than 99% on MTurk, and they had not taken this study
before. Snowberg and Yariv (2018) discuss the robustness of behavior on MTurk versus laboratory settings.
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3.1. Design

Following our particular interest in examining the role of observation in affecting Player

A’s dictator game decision with a taking option, we implemented a simplified version of our

previous laboratory design. We removed Player B altogether and focused solely on Player

A’s behavior towards a charity with (SocSig) and without (SelfSig) observation by Player

C. By removing Player B, we retain a clean design that focus more specifically on the

behavioral impact of social signaling in these two treatments.15 We design two additional

variations of the SelfSig and SocSig treatments to examine both the surprising backfiring

effect of SocSig in more detail as well as ways in which this can be remedied.

For one, we use MTurk to investigate the surprising observed backfiring effect of SocSig.

Note that the decision of player A does not only influence her own payoff and the payoff

of the charity but also can introduce inequality with respect to player C. As both player

start with an initial endowment of 100, giving to (taking from) the charity implies that

the payoff of player A falls short (exceeds) that of player C. In line with Exley and Kessler

(2018) it seems reasonable to assume that the focus on this inequality increases if player

C can observe the action of player A, thereby creating the backfiring effect. We analyze

this possible channel by varying the endowments between A and C, while holding the

endowment of the charity constant. In particular, our two variations include advantageous

inequality (AI), in which player A starts with a substantially higher endowment than player

C, and disadvantageous inequality (DI), in which it is the opposite.16 These treatment

variations will help us investigate the extent to which the backfiring effect is driven by

inequality considerations. Importantly, we kept the total wealth (sum of all endowments)

constant for maximum comparability to our original treatments.

For another, and in concordance with Focus Theory (Cialdini et al., 1990, 1991), we ex-

pect that manipulating the strength of the norm focus, by drawing attention to the norm,

can render the social signal nudge more effectively (for a discussion of when and how norm

focus is effective, see Kallgren et al. 2000; Bicchieri and Dimant 2019). Our treatment

variation follows the focus intervention designed by Krupka and Weber (2009): we elicited

15One implication from this is that, in expected value, A’s income is reduced because no reimbursement
through B’s Cash Box will be possible anymore. This design choice has the advantage that we limit the
impact that the observability through C can have on A’s behavior to the necessary minimum, allowing us
to focus on a clean identification of the observability effect.

16For both DI and AI, we choose the initial endowments such that player A can surpass player C if she
decides to make sufficient adjustments to the endowment of the charity by via giving or taking.
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incentivized beliefs about the behavior of other participants right before participants were

able to make their decision with respect to giving to or taking from the charity. The be-

lief elicitation aimed at putting more focus on the norm by asking participants what they

thought other participants in the same situation had done previously (empirical expecta-

tions). Whether or not the stated belief was correct was disclosed to the participants only

at the very end of the experiment; that is, after they have made their own giving or taking

decision towards the charity. As Krupka and Weber (2009) have shown, such a belief elic-

itation can increase giving in a dictator game and is thus the right approach for our setup

(a variant of a dictator game). We refer to these treatments as SelfSig BE and SocSig BE,

respectively. Figures A.4 and A.5 in the Appendix illustrate the design features in detail.

3.2. Participants and Procedures

The one-shot between subjects design of our treatments mirrors the design implemented

in our lab experiment. As indicated in Figure 2 below, we collected data for a total of 1,650

participants in the role of Player A17 (49.4% female), and the average age was 33.7 years.

Treatments 
Endowment  

(A / Charity / C) 
C Observes A? # Player A 

SelfSig 100 / 100 / 100 No 226 

SelfSig BE 100 / 100 / 100 No 188 

SelfSig AI 180 / 100 / 20 No 217 

SelfSig DI 80 / 100 / 120 No 183 

SocSig 100 / 100 / 100 Yes 221 

SocSig BE 100 / 100 / 100 Yes 184 

SocSig AI 180 / 100 / 20 Yes 223 

SocSig DI 80 / 100 / 120 Yes 208 

 Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for Player A. BE refers to Belief Elicitation treatment, AI to Advantageous
Inequality treatment, and DI to Disadvantageous Inequality treatment.

Participants and the respective charities started with an endowment of $1 each and the

payment mechanism remained the same as in Experiment 1 with the exception that Player

B was not present anymore. Correct beliefs were incentivized with $0.5. From start to

finish, the duration of a treatment was 10 minutes. This yielded an average hourly income

17As before, all our analyses focus on the behavior of Player A.
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of $7.72 for Player A, well above MTurk standards (Hara et al., 2018).18

3.3. Results from the MTurk Experiments

3.3.1. Replication of Original Backfiring Effect

First, we perform a comparison between SelfSig and SocSig as an attempt to replicate

our findings from the previous laboratory experiment, which they do. In addition to finding

that giving behavior reduces significantly in SocSig compared to Selfsig, the key result is

that SocSig leads to a significant backfiring effect overall with respect to money left in

the charity account (-28.3% vs. -18.4%, MWU, p=0.0401), which corroborates our main

finding of a backfiring effect compared to Experiment 1 in the laboratory.19

N = 226 221       47 / 98 / 81     30 / 100 / 91

**

**

Figure 7: Magnitude (left panel) and frequency (right panel) of change in charity account (compared to
initial endowment) across treatments. Observations per treatment are displayed at the bottom. Horizontal
lines with stars represent statistical significance at *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of
horizontal implies lack of statistical significance at the conventional levels. Whiskers represent 95% CIs.

18We find that MTurk participants are significantly older than our lab sample (p<0.01) and a more equal
male to female ratio (p=0.02). We do not find any significant differences in risk-taking behavior (p=0.14).
Overall, MTurk participants are less charitable than our lab participants. For a comprehensive discussion
of lab versus MTurk populations, see Snowberg and Yariv (2018).

19We present the distribution of behavior across treatments in the Appendix in Figure A.9.
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Result: The social signaling nudge alone (SocSig) backfires compared to behavior ob-

served in SelfSig.

We will unpack this finding in the next chapters, explain the underlying mechanism for

this effect, and provide a solution to mute it.

3.3.2. Explaining the Backfiring Effect: The Role of Inequity Concerns

In light of the results, we first examine whether the originally observed backfiring effect

of SocSig compared to SelfSig can be explained by a cross effect between inequality aversion

and observation. Social preference theory implies that Player A’s choice can be affected by

the resulting (in)equality between her payoff ahd that of Player C (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999;

Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000). Exley and Kessler (2018) show that equity concerns can be

narrowly bracketed, more focused on some dimensions of a distribution problem than on

others. Our hypothesis extends this bracketing effect to observation. We posit that Player

A is more focused on this payoff inequality when she knows that Player C can observe the

payoffs of both players. The hypothesis implies that giving goes down in SocSig relative

to SelfSig because observation leads Player A to become more focuses on payoff inequality

between herself and Player C when she knows Player C. The new experiment provides a

validation test of the hypothesis in here-to-fore unexplored circumstances. We collect data

along two variations of both SelfSig and SocSig treatments of the original experiment:

1. Advantageous Inequality (AI): Player A starts with a larger endowment (180) than

Player C (20).

2. Disadvantageous Inequality (DI): Player A starts with a smaller endowment (80)

than Player C (120).

In AI, player A reduces inequality with respect to C by giving to the charity. If the

focus on inequality is stronger in SocSig, we expect a higher total amount in the charity box

than in SelfSig. In contrast, in DI inequality is reduced by taking from the charity. Here,

we expect in SelfSig a higher total amount in the charity box than in SocSig. Analogous to

the previous analyses, we present our results both in terms of magnitudes (Figure 8 below)

and frequencies (Figure A.6 in the Appendix).

Our results are in support of the consideration that backfiring is caused by inequality

aversion: under AI, we observe a statistically significantly larger amount left in the charity

account in SocSig compared to SelfSig (-8.3% vs. -21.9%, MWU, p=0.0308). Consistent
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** **

***

N = 217 223 183 208

Figure 8: Magnitude of change in charity account (compared to initial endowment) across treatments.
Observations per treatment are displayed at the bottom of each column. Horizontal lines with stars represent
statistical significance at *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of horizontal implies lack of
statistical significance at the conventional levels. Whiskers represent 95% CIs.

with this, the charity account is substantially more depleted under DI in SocSig compared

to SelfSig (-34.9% vs. -19.8%, MWU, p=0.0154). The depletion in SocSig DI is also

substantially and highly significantly larger than in SocSig AI (-34.9% vs. -8.3%, MWU,

p<0.001).20 Overall, our results strongly suggest that the original backfiring effect can be

explained by inequality aversion based on the idea that the observation alters the focus of

the (in)equality reference. The regression coefficients in Figure 9 corroborate these findings.

Our results on the frequency of behavior change (Figure 10) are consistent with the previous

analyses and our story: compared to SelfSig, in SocSig advantageous inequality leads

to significantly more giving and significantly less taking behavior, while disadvantageous

inequality reverses the effect completely.

20These changes in the charity box are complemented by respective changes in the composition of takers
and givers, as indicated in Figure A.6 in the Appendix.
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Figure 9: Magnitude of change in charity account. Coefficients (compared to SelfSig) based on Tobit
regressions including various controls. Whiskers represent 95% CIs. Full regression full output presented
in Table A3 in the Appendix.

Figure 10: Frequency of change in charity account. Coefficients (compared to SelfSig) are Log Odds and
based on Logit regressions including various controls. Whiskers represent 95% CIs. Full regression full
output presented in Table A4 in the Appendix.
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From these results we can conclude that the observed backfiring effect in the observation

condition SocSig is indeed driven by the observed inequality between both players.21

3.3.3. Resolve the Backfiring: The Role of Norm Focus

Finally, we provide insights into one behavioral intervention capable of resolving the

observed backfiring effect. In line with our previous discussion, we split the analysis into

two parts: Magnitude of contribution and frequency of pro- and anti-social behavior for all

four treatments (SelfSig and SocSig with and without belief elicitation). We present the

beliefs for the two belief elicitation (BE) treatments in the Appendix in Figure A.7.

Magnitude of Behavior

First, we examine the results presented in Figure 11.

Within each condition, we observe that the norm focus intervention substantially in-

creases (decreases) the monetary amounts given to (taken from) charity, both in the SelfSig

(1.8% vs. -18.4%, MWU, p<0.001) as well as the SocSig (9.3% vs. -28.3%, MWU, p<0.001)

treatments. These findings suggest that a norm focus through the use of belief elicitation

can revert the anti-social tendencies of individuals. We do not observe the norm focus to

exert a differential impact on SocSig (9.3% vs. 1.8%, MWU, p=0.392).

Result: The norm focus intervention works in the expected direction in the form of

increasing (decreasing) the magnitude of giving (taking) behavior.

These results are surprising and hence deserve more exploration. The findings suggest

that even the mere thought of what other people do creates a behavioral reaction similar

to the norm-based intervention as described by Schultz et al. (2007). There, the authors

describe a boomerang effect of norm interventions that capitalize on a descriptive normative

message involving telling individuals the exact extent of an undesired behavior (excessive

energy consumption) of their peers. Exposing the actual behavior produced either desirable

energy savings or an undesirable boomerang effect, depending on whether the individuals

in this condition were initially consuming at a low or high rate. We present the coefficients

of the regression output graphically in Figure 12.

21Presumably, even when payoffs are equal a priori (as was the case in the standard variant of the
experiment), Player A’s drive to signal payoff superiority to Player B is still present. One possible reason
is that Player A is under the impression to deserve more because she is the one doing the work.
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N = 226 188 221 184

**

******

Figure 11: Magnitude of change in charity account (compared to initial endowment) across treatments.
Observations per treatment are displayed at the bottom of each column. Horizontal lines with stars represent
statistical significance at *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of horizontal implies lack of
statistical significance at the conventional levels. Whiskers represent 95% CIs.

Strikingly, our results suggest that such an intervention can backfire even without

exposure to actual peer behavior, which can at least partially be attributed to the beliefs

the participants hold about the behavior of others (see Figure A.7 in the Appendix). The

mere focus on what behavior could be is seemingly sufficient to backfire and is in line with

what has recently been documented by Bicchieri et al. (2019b) for lying behavior. We

corroborate our results through a series of Tobit regressions both for total change and for

taking and giving behavior separately.

Frequency of Behavior

The first noteworthy finding is that the initial surprising result from Experiment 1

reproduces, and now yields, a statistically significant difference between SelfSig and SocSig

in the form of reduced giving behavior frequency in SocSig.22 We do not observe any

22This finding can be harmonized not only with higher statistical power, but also with respect to the
Focus Theory: the absence of Player B leads to a reduced focus, in particular in the SocSig condition,
allowing for the difference with SelfSig to be more strongly pronounced than in Experiment 1.
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Figure 12: Magnitude of change in charity account. Coefficients (compared to SelfSig) based on Tobit
regressions including various controls. Whiskers represent 95% CIs. Full regression full output presented
in Table A5 in the Appendix and a graphical breakdown by amount given and taken in Figure A.8.

significant differences for taking behavior. We also find that the norm focus intervention

is particularly effective in increasing (decreasing) giving (taking) behavior for both SelfSig

and SocSig compared to when the norm focus is absent. In fact, the interaction term in

Figure 13 indicates that the norm focus intervention is over-proportionally effective in the

SocSig treatment. We can derive the following two results:

Result 1: In line with results in Experiment 1, the social signaling nudge alone (SocSig)

is insufficient in facilitating giving behavior or reducing taking behavior. In fact, social

signaling even backfires and substantially reduces giving behavior.

Result 2: The norm focus intervention works in the expected direction in the form of

increasing (decreasing) the frequency of giving (taking) behavior.

Importantly, one potential explanation for these results concerns the existence of anti-

social norms in the MTurk population. If true, not only could the default behavior expected

to be taking from the charity, but the observation by others (as is the case in SocSig) should

be expected to amplify this effect. We use the incentive-compatible Krupka and Weber
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Figure 13: Frequency of change in charity account. Coefficients (compared to SelfSig) are Log Odds and
based on Logit regressions including various controls. Whiskers represent 95% CIs. Full regression full
output presented in Table A6 in the Appendix.

(2013) method to establish that this is not the case. 23 Taken together, these results allow

us to harmonize the main finding of backfiring. These are particularly important insights

from a policy perspective and we will return to its discussion in our conclusion.

4. Conclusion

Individuals commonly engage in behaviors that constitute a trade-off between self-

serving and other-regarding goals. Typically, the trade-offs a person makes are subject

to observation by peers. As such, this embodies concerns related to social signaling, self

signaling, and future reciprocity. The extent to which there is observation is generally

thought to provide a pro-social nudge. Empirically, however, disentangling these channels

is difficult because they rarely appear in isolation. To make matters more complicated, the

trade-offs involved are often embedded in strategic environments in which individual and

23For this, we run a questionnaire with a separate pool of 200 participants on MTurk in which participants
were explained the context and action space of the experiment and had to guess the modal response to each
behavior (taking from charity, not changing equal split, giving to charity) on a 4-item scale (very socially
inappropriate, socially inappropriate, socially appropriate, very socially appropriate). As Figure A.11 in
the Appendix indicates, giving is clearly the norm, whereas taking form the charity is despised.
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social welfare can be influenced by observers. Overwhelmingly, past studies of observability

have focused on its impact on decisions in the pro-social domain alone (Bradley et al., 2018).

We study the impact of an observability nudge in both the pro- and anti-social domain

and systematically dissect the different channels at play. We capitalize on both a laboratory

and online setting to ensure the robustness of our results (for a recent discussion, see

Coppock et al., 2018; Snowberg and Yariv, 2018) and explore the mechanisms at play in

more detail. We complement our experimental analysis with a theory section, in which

we derive two sets of testable hypotheses using a model that capitalizes on the following

three distinct drivers of behavior: self-interest, altruism/warm-glow, and social image.

Broadly speaking, the model predicts that social image observation will be more successful

at curbing anti-social behavior and promoting pro-social behavior, and that reciprocal

reputation mechanisms will be most impactful.

The latter prediction of the model, that reciprocity will be most successful at reducing

anti-social behavior and increasing pro-social behavior is confirmed by our data. This find-

ing is in line with the standard literature on reputation concerns and indirect reciprocity.

Surprisingly, however, the combined evidence from the first experiment (laboratory), and

the second experiment (MTurk) lead us to the conclusion that social image observation,

that is being observed by an otherwise uninvolved third party without the ability to en-

force behavior, can boost both pro- and anti-social behavior, especially the extent to which

either behavior occurs. Not only does the social image nudge fail to yield the expected

benefit, it even creates a significant backfiring effect.24

One possible explanation that can be inferred in recent literature is that one’s inequality

concerns are a function of one’s reference group, which we actively manipulate in our

experimental setup (for a discussion see Exley and Kessler, 2018). If true, this would

address why behavior becomes more anti-social when observed by a passive third-party:

one does not want to fall behind this person; a feeling which, arguably, would be less

severe without being observed. We test this channel by follow-up studies introducing

advantageous (AI) and disadvantageous inequality (DI) in both the SelfSig and SocSig

treatments. Our results show that this channel is a promising explanation for the backfiring

effect. Under AI (DI) player A reduces inequality with respect to player C by giving to

24A number of obvious hypotheses involve factors held fixed in our experiment (economic self-interest, the
size of the stakes in the experiment, and experimenter observation effects). While these factors might play
a role in some of the observed behavior, they cannot readily explain changes observed across treatments.
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(taking) the charity. We can thus hypothesize that the stronger focus on inequality with

respect to player C in SocSig implies that the total amount in the charity box under AI

(DI) should be higher (lower) in SocSig than in SelfSig. This is indeed what we observe.

Focus Theory (Cialdini et al., 1990, 1991) provides a viable solution to the back firing

effect. Applied to our set-up the theory implies that that observation without enforcement

can enhance the salience of selfishness, which can be alleviated by increasing the focus on

the underlying norm of pro-social behavior. We designed Experiment 2 to examine this

hypothesis. In line with the assumptions, observability without monetary reinforcement

reduced the amount transferred to the charity significantly. In line with our laboratory

results, the amounts given, and taken, were larger when participants were observed when

monetary concerns were absent. In other words, observation alone produces more extreme

behavior in our setup, both on the pro-social and on the anti-social side. But also in

line with the Focus Theory hypothesis, when we ask subjects to think about what others

would do prior to making their own decisions, we observe that the social observation nudge

reverses the backfiring effect and works similarly to observation with monetary concerns. In

a way, making a behavioral norm salient resembles the presence of monetary consequences.

Altogether, we can conclude that in situations where both pro- and anti-social be-

havior is possible, nudges increasing the observability of one’s actions have little or even

detrimental effects when monetary consequences are absent. Relying on one’s social image

consideration alone can likely be insufficient, which is consistent with the finding that even

extremely ‘nice’ behavior might not be regarded as such (Klein et al., 2015). Policymakers

need to be aware of this potential backfiring effect. Our results can guide them in two

respects. First, our results on the role of inequality seem to indicate that the observabil-

ity nudge should work for relatively well off people, as pro-social behavior here reduces

inequality and also may serve as some kind of conspicuous consumption. In contrast, back-

firing should be present when the nudge is applied to those who are less well off. Second,

a crucial aspect we detected in this case is the salience of social norms (Bicchieri et al.,

2019b). Increasing the salience of norms reverts the strongly detrimental impact of the

pure observability nudge. Our take-away is that in situations in which behavior cannot

be enforced or sanctioned, nudges increasing observability of actions should be combined

with a salient norm to avoid potential backfiring effects, which – compared to the costly

introduction of formal institutions – yields an effective and efficient intervention both in

social and economic terms.
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Appendix

I. Laboratory Experiment

Figure A.1: Distribution of change in charity account (compared to initial endowment) across treatments.
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We examine the magnitude of change in the charity account in Figure A.2 and present

the regression analysis in Table A1.

**

N = 20 / 9           32 / 2 24 / 14   

Figure A.2: Magnitude of change in charity account (compared to initial endowment) across treatments.
Observations per treatment are displayed at the bottom of each column. Horizontal lines with stars represent
statistical significance at *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of horizontal implies lack of
statistical significance at the conventional levels. Whiskers represent 95% CIs.
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Tobit  Total Change Taking Behavior Only Giving Behavior Only 

DV: Magnitude of Behavior    

Treatment (Base: SelfSig) 
   

    
T1 (Reputation) 36.7121*** 

(11.7116) 
-7.6487 
(29.1729) 

16.5604 
(10.1505) 

T2 (SocSig) -8.5966 
(11.4833) 

-10.1245 
(15.4497) 

-7.6050 
(10.2936) 

Male -5.9332 
(10.3051) 

-30.4434* 
(17.0774) 

13.4626 
(8.9359) 

Belief 0.1302* 
(0.0681) 

-0.0580 
(0.0948) 

0.1204** 
(0.0583) 

Risk      11.6083* 
(5.8973) 

7.0525 
(7.6509) 

0.7836 
(5.0126) 

Self-Control      11.2135** 
(4.9180) 

-0.5202 
(7.7866) 

3.8886 
(4.2690) 

Charity Important 2.5261 
(2.8858) 

2.4012 
(3.3773) 

0.1741 
(2.7240) 

Charity    

UNICEF -9.2678 
(12.0584) 

27.2867 
(18.8187) 

-1.3159 
(10.9712) 

WWF 12.0783 
(12.0132) 

-19.0679 
(21.4336) 

7.9163 
(9.7211) 

Constant -23.9032 
(26.5569) 

-58.0120* 
(29.3506) 

24.6867 
(27.0542) 

Post-estimation test T1 vs T2 p<0.01 p=0.93 p=0.011 

Observations 126 25 76 

 Table A1: Tobit regressions with standard errors in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate significance
at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Results are available upon request. Gender (1 = male);
Belief (amount A beliefs about B’s reimbursement decision); Risk (higher number = more risk-seeking,
standardized measure); Self-Control (higher number = more self-control, standardized measure); Charity
Important (higher number = higher preference for charities in general); Charity (higher number = higher
preference for the respective charity, Doctors Without Borders is the reference category).
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We break out the frequency of behavior across treatments in Figure A.3 and present

the analogous regression analysis in Table A2. Focusing first on the shift in the Reputation

distribution we observe much as we would expect under Hypotheses 1* and 2* and the

magnitude shift analyzed above: Anti-social behavior is significantly less frequent in the

Reputation treatment compared to SelfSig (4.88% vs. 21.95%, Equality of Proportions

Test (EPT), p=0.02) and SocSig (4.88% vs. 31.82%, EPT, p<0.01). Pro-social behavior is

significantly more frequent in the Reputation treatment compared to SelfSig (78.05% vs.

48.72%, EPT, p<0.01) and SocSig (78.05% vs. 54.55%, EPT, p=0.02).

The analogous investigation of ‘no change’ reveals a weakly significant decrease in Soc-

Sig relative to SelfSig (13.6% vs. 29.3%, EPT, p=0.078). Further, we observe two sizable

but insignificant changes in behavior: as anticipated by Hypothesis 1*, the directional

change of giving behavior indicates an increase relative to SelfSig (54.5% vs. 48.8%, EPT,

p=0.595). But contrary to Hypothesis 1*, the directional change of taking behavior yields

an increase as well (31.8% vs. 22.0%, EPT, p=0.306). Nevertheless, the offsetting in-

creases, relative to SelfSig, in both giving and taking behavior help to explain why the

the total contribution level fails to rise in SocSig as anticipated by Hypothesis 1*. All

shifts between SocSig and Reputation treatments shown in Figure A.3 are consistent with

Hypothesis 2*: giving behavior rises and taking behavior falls significantly.25

25A further analysis relying on Fisher’s exact chi-squared statistics reveals that behavior in our Reputation
treatment differs substantially and significantly from behavior in the SelfSig treatment (p=0.02) and SocSig
treatment (p<0.01). These differences can be attributed to an (under-) over-proportional observation of
taking and giving behavior in the reputation treatment. Our chi-squared test statistic yields a p-value of
0.2 when comparing the distribution of behavior in the SelfSig versus SocSig treatments.
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** **

*

*** **

N = 20 / 12 / 9           32 / 7 / 2 24 / 6 / 14   

Figure A.3: Frequency of behavior across treatments. Observations per treatment and type of behavior
are displayed at the bottom of each column. Horizontal lines with stars represent statistical significance at
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of horizontal implies lack of statistical significance at the
conventional levels.

Logit regressions reported in Table A2 use SelfSig as the reference category, and like our

previous regression analysis, control for a number of relevant covariates (gender, beliefs,

measures of risk and self-control, and importance of charities). The results corroborate the

previous non-parametric findings, indicating that reputation concerns, as presented in our

Reputation treatment, reduce (increase) the frequency of taking (giving) behavior relative

to both self-signaling (SelfSig) and social signaling (SocSig) concerns.

The coefficients of the covariates indicate that males engage more frequently in anti-

social behavior, which is in line with findings on corruption and cheating behavior in

existing literature (for a discussion, see Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Dimant and Tosato,

2018; Abeler et al., 2018). Conversely, we do not observe a statistically significant gender
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heterogeneity with respect to pro-social behavior. Our results also indicate that Player

A’s beliefs, the extent to which she thinks she will be reimbursed by Player B’s transfer

from the cash box, only weakly predict giving behavior. Notably, while the direction of

the coefficients for SocSig suggest that both giving and taking behavior are more frequent

compared to SelfSig, they do not reach significance.

Logit Taking Behavior Giving Behavior

DV: Frequency of Behavior 
(1a) 

Odds Ratios 

(1b) 

Log-Odds 

(2a) 

Odds Ratios 

(2b) 

Log-Odds 

(1a) 

Odds Ratios 

(1b) 

Log-Odds 

(2a) 

Odds Ratios 

(2b) 

Log-Odds 

Treatment (Base: Anonymous) 

T1 (Reputation) 0.1823** 
(0.1496) 

-1.7019** 
(0.8206) 

0.1403** 
(0.1315) 

-1.9637** 
(0.9367) 

3.7333*** 
(1.8362) 

1.3173*** 
(0.4918) 

4.1647*** 
(2.2259) 

1.4266*** 
(0.5345) 

T2 (SocSig) 1.6593 
(0.8281) 

0.5064 
(0.4991) 

1.9133 
(1.0599) 

0.6488 
(0.5540) 

1.2600 
(0.5504) 

0.2311 
(0.4368) 

1.4302 
(0.6629) 

0.3578 
(0.4635) 

Gender 3.3503** 
(1.9703) 

1.2090** 
(0.5881) 

1.1165 
(0.5079) 

0.1102 
(0.4549) 

Belief 1.0010 
(0.0039) 

0.0010 
(0.0039) 

1.0052* 
(0.0031) 

0.0052* 
(0.0031) 

Risk  0.4718** 
(0.1707) 

-0.7512** 
(0.3619) 

1.2776 
(0.3159) 

0.2450 
(0.2472) 

Self-Control  0.5561** 
(0.1573) 

-0.5867** 
(0.2829) 

1.4150* 
(0.2951) 

0.3471* 
(0.2086) 

Charity Important 0.9501 
(0.1466) 

-0.0512 
(0.1543) 

1.1969 
(0.1454) 

0.1798 
(0.1215) 

Charity 

UNICEF 1.4981 
(0.8601) 

0.4042 
(0.5741) 

0.4445* 
(0.2131) 

-0.8107* 
(0.4794) 

WWF 0.5777 
(0.4460) 

-0.5486 
(0.7720) 

1.3952 
(0.7452) 

0.3330 
(0.5341) 

Post-estimation tests: 

T1 vs. T2 
p<0.01 p<0.01 p=0.0253 p=0.0404 

Observations 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 126 

Table A2: Logistic Regression. Coefficients denote Odds Ratios (OR). Standard errors in parenthesis.
***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.Gender (1 = male); Belief
(amount A beliefs about B’s reimbursement decision); Risk (higher number = more risk-seeking, standard-
ized measure); Self-Control (higher number = more self-control, standardized measure); Charity Important
(higher number = higher preference for charities in general); Charity (higher number = higher preference
for the respective charity, Doctors Without Borders are the reference category).
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II. MTurk Experiments

Experimental Design

The Dark Side of Reputation
(Bolton, Dimant & Schmidt)

5

Baseline: No Reputation Concerns (SelfSig)

9/14/2018

Charity 100 ECUA100 ECU

C 100 ECU

M = Multiplicator
= Order of decisions

+ * M
-

Decides

whether

1

Figure A.4: Design of Baseline condition on MTurk.

The Dark Side of Reputation
(Bolton, Dimant & Schmidt)

6

Treatment 2: Non-Monetary Reputation Concerns (SocSig)

9/14/2018

Charity 100 ECUA100 ECU

C 100 ECU

M = Multiplicator
= Order of decisions

+ * M
-

Decides

whether

1

Observation

2

Figure A.5: Design of Treatment 2 (SocSig condition) on MTurk.
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II.a. MTurk Experiment 1: Role of Inequity Concerns

The regression analyses below correspond to the graphical illustration in Figure 8.

Tobit  Total Change Taking Behavior Only Giving Behavior Only 

DV: Magnitude of Behavior    

SocSig 
13.7226** 

(6.3549) 
-28.5246** 

(13.0066) 
-3.2735 
(8.4866) 

Disadvantageous Inequality (DI) 
1.5418 
(6.6806) 

27.2151** 
(11.2398) 

-28.5516*** 
(9.1925) 

SocSig × Disadvantageous 

Inequality (DI) 

-29.1155*** 
(9.2616) 

25.6800 
(16.6277) 

-14.4037 
(12.6173) 

Male 
1.6932 
(4.6811) 

6.7180 
(7.9960) 

-10.6302* 
(6.4207) 

Risk      
0.0615 
(0.9500) 

2.5901 
(1.5821) 

-0.4161 
(1.2360) 

Age      
-0.2404 
(0.2170) 

-0.0054 
(0.3695) 

-0.3048 
(0.3134) 

Constant 
-15.8804 
(13.7399) 

-152.3835*** 
(23.8957) 

108.5449*** 
(19.0318) 

Observations 831 376 209 

 

 

 

Table A3: Tobit Regression. Standard errors in parenthesis. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% level, respectively.Gender (1 = male); Risk (higher number = more risk-seeking, standardized
measure); Age (higher number = older).
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We examine the frequency of behavior change in Figure A.6 and present the regression

analysis in Table A4.

** **

***

** **

***

Figure A.6: Change in charity account (in frequencies) across treatments. Observations per treatment
are displayed at the bottom of each column in the top-down order. Horizontal lines with stars represent
statistical significance at *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of horizontal implies lack of
statistical significance at the conventional levels.
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Logit Taking Behavior Giving Behavior 

DV: Frequency of Behavior 
(1a) 

Odds Ratios 

(1b) 

Log-Odds 

(2a) 

Odds Ratios 

(2b) 

Log-Odds 

SocSig 
0.6061** 

(0.1192) 
-0.5008** 

(0.1967) 
1.6621** 

(0.3677) 
0.5081** 

(0.2212) 

Disadvantageous Inequality (DI) 
0.9496 
(0.1926) 

-0.0517 
(0.2028) 

1.3079 
(0.3096) 

0.2684 
(0.2367) 

SocSig × Disadvantageous  

Inequality (DI) 

2.6811*** 
(0.7609) 

0.9862*** 
(0.2838) 

0.4364** 
(0.1422) 

-0.8292** 
(0.3258) 

Male 
0.8563 
(0.1230) 

-0.1551 
(0.1436) 

1.2068 
(0.1969) 

0.1880 
(0.1632) 

Risk      
0.9946 
(0.0289) 

-0.0054 
(0.0291) 

0.9529 
(0.0317) 

-0.0482 
(0.0332) 

Age      1.0054 
(0.0067) 

0.0054 
(0.0067) 

0.9940 
(0.0074) 

-0.0060 
(0.0074) 

Observations 831 831 831 831 

 Table A4: Logistic Regression, odds ratios displayed. Coefficients denote Odds Ratios (OR). Standard
errors in parenthesis. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.Gender
(1 = male); Risk (higher number = more risk-seeking, standardized measure); Age (higher number = older).
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III.b. MTurk Experiment 2: Role of Norm Focus

Figure A.7 illustrates the stated beliefs in our norm focus intervention treatments.

66 52N = 68 76 54 56

Figure A.7: Beliefs in SelfSig BE and SocSig BE conditions. None of the differences reaches significance.
Taking behavior: MWU, p = 0.156; No Change Behavior: MWU, p = 0.309; Giving Behavior: MWU, p =
0.718.
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The data suggests that Result 1 – more extreme behavior in SocSig compared to SelfSig

– is explained through both more extreme giving behavior, (66.4%, vs. 51.7%, MWU,

p=0.018) and taking behavior (-90.6% vs. -81.4%, MWU, p=0.012) alike. For giving

behavior alone, we find that the norm focus only improves behavior for SelfSig (65.4% vs.

51.7%, MWU, p=0.018) but does not at all affect giving in SocSig. For taking behavior

alone, our results suggest that norm focus significantly reduces the extent of taking for

SocSig (-72.6% vs. -90.6%, MWU, p<0.001), while the norm focus intervention has no

effect on the SelfSig setup.

N = 47 / 81   74 / 53                                         30 / 91 71 / 38

***

**

**

***

***

Figure A.8: Change in charity account (compared to initial endowment) across treatments conditional on
type of behavior. Observations per treatment and type of behavior are displayed at the bottom of each
column in the top-down order. Horizontal lines with stars represent statistical significance at *** p<0.01,
** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of horizontal implies lack of statistical significance at the conventional
levels. Vertical lines represent 95% CIs.

We ensure the robustness of these results through the lens of Tobit regressions (to

account for the censoring nature of the data) and present the results in Table A5. While this
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analysis corroborates the main non-parametric findings discussed above, we also observe a

number of additional noteworthy insights. For one, we observe that norm focus yields an

over-proportional increase in the charity account for SocSig. When subdividing this total

effect into its sub-components, we see that this result is driven by an extreme and highly

significant upward reaction of taking behavior and an equally significant but comparably

smaller downward reaction for giving behavior. The positive (negative) coefficient for

taking (giving) behavior indicates that amplifying social signaling with a norm focus leads

to a substantial reduction of this behavior relative to behavior in the SelfSig conditions.

Tobit  Total Change Taking Behavior Only Giving Behavior Only 

DV: Magnitude of Behavior    

SocSig 
-15.2400** 

(7.7702) 
-31.4818*** 

(11.3326) 
18.2704* 

(9.6754) 

Norm Focus (BE) 30.4678*** 
(8.3484) 

-8.1062 
(12.3039) 

18.1138** 
(7.8773) 

SocSig × Norm Focus (BE) 24.1741** 
(11.4463) 

57.7633*** 
(18.0168) 

-24.0088** 
(11.8613) 

Male 18.5412*** 
(5.8738) 

17.8013* 
(9.1836) 

7.5523 
(5.6006) 

Risk      -1.3118 
(1.2378) 

-0.1500 
(1.7779) 

1.1333 
(1.2934) 

Age      0.4250 
(0.2787) 

0.3174 
(0.4501) 

0.2830 
(0.2863) 

Constant 
-63.0140*** 

(16.3344) 
-146.5984*** 

(24.2465) 
29.3511* 
(16.8338) 

Observations 819 263 222 

 

 

 

Table A5: Tobit Regression. Standard errors in parenthesis. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% level, respectively.Gender (1 = male); Risk (higher number = more risk-seeking, standardized
measure); Age (higher number = older).
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We present the distribution of behavior across treatments in Figure A.9.

Figure A.9: Distribution of change in charity account (compared to initial endowment) across treatments.
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A noteworthy finding is that the initial surprising result from Experiment 1 reproduces,

and now yields, a statistically significant difference between SelfSig and SocSig in the form

of reduced giving behavior frequency in SocSig (13.6% vs. 20.8%, EPT, p=0.042).26 We

do not observe any significant differences for taking or no change behavior. We present the

results in Figure A.10.

* ***

*

**

*

***

*****

N = 47 / 98 / 81     74 / 61 / 53 30 / 100 / 91 71 / 75 / 38

Figure A.10: Change in charity account (in frequencies) across treatments. Observations per treatment
are displayed at the bottom of each column in the top-down order. Horizontal lines with stars represent
statistical significance at *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, and * p<0.1. Absence of horizontal implies lack of
statistical significance at the conventional levels.

The results also indicate that norm focus has the largest impact on the frequency of

giving behavior, both in the SelfSig (39.4% vs. 20.8%, EPT, p<0.001) and SocSig (36.8%

26This finding can be harmonized not only with higher statistical power, but also with respect to the
Focus Theory: the absence of Player B leads to a reduced focus, in particular in the SocSig condition,
allowing for the difference with SelfSig to be more strongly pronounced than in Experiment 1.
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vs. 13.6%, EPT, p<0.001) conditions. This stark increase in compliance comes at the

expense of both taking and no change behavior. In particular, we observe that an increased

norm focus also yields significantly less frequent taking behavior, again both for the SelfSig

(28.2% vs. 35.8%, EPT, marginally significant at p=0.098) as well as the SocSig (20.7%

vs. 41.2%, EPT, p<0.001) conditions. Lastly, we observe that the focus intervention also

leads to a significant reduction of no change behavior (32.4% vs. 43.4%, EPT, p=0.023;

40.8% vs. 45.2%, p=0.096).

We perform a Logit regression (Table A6) to tease out the extent to which both social

signaling as well as the norm focus affect the likelihood of individuals to engage in either

taking or giving behavior after controlling for gender, age, and risk attitudes to capture

specific characteristics of MTurkers. In line with our non-parametric results presented

above, social signaling only reduces (marginally) the frequency of giving behavior, while

the effect of norm focus in SelfSig has a substantial effect in reducing taking and increasing

giving behavior. We also find indications of a marginally significant and negative interaction

effect for taking behavior, suggesting that a social signaling nudge can be rendered more

effective in reducing the frequency of anti-social behavior when paired with a norm focus.

The absence of a significant interaction for giving behavior suggests that pairing a social

signaling nudge with a norm focus intervention can eliminate the backfiring effect.
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Logit Taking Behavior Giving Behavior 

DV: Frequency of Behavior 
(1a) 

Odds Ratios 

(1b) 

Log-Odds 

(2a) 

Odds Ratios 

(2b) 

Log-Odds 

SocSig 
1.2590 
(0.2458) 

0.2303 
(0.1952) 

0.5965** 
(0.1525) 

-0.5168** 
(0.2557) 

Norm Focus (BE) 0.6148** 
(0.1382) 

-0.4865** 
(0.2249) 

2.3830*** 
(0.5525) 

0.8683*** 
(0.2319) 

SocSig × Norm Focus (BE) 0.5403* 
(0.1716) 

-0.6157* 
(0.3175) 

1.6086 
(0.5363) 

0.4753 
(0.3334) 

Male 0.6246*** 
(0.0987) 

-0.4706*** 
(0.1580) 

1.0708 
(0.1809) 

0.0684 
(0.1689) 

Risk      1.0658* 
(0.0359) 

0.0637* 
(0.0337) 

1.0184 
(0.0353) 

0.0182 
(0.0347) 

Age      0.9881 
(0.0076) 

-0.0119 
(0.0077) 

0.9985 
(0.0085) 

-0.0015 
(0.0085) 

Observations 819 819 819 819 

 Table A6: Logistic Regression, odds ratios displayed. Coefficients denote Odds Ratios (OR). Standard
errors in parenthesis. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.Gender
(1 = male); Risk (higher number = more risk-seeking, standardized measure); Age (higher number = older).
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III.c. Follow-Up Norm Elicitation on MTurk

We use the method by Krupka and Weber (2013) to elicit incentive-compatible norma-

tive beliefs about the appropriateness of behavior in the context of our setup. For this,

we collect data from 200 MTurk participants, none of which have previously played any

version of our game. The results are conclusive: giving is the norm.

Figure A.11: Belief-elicitation method following Krupka and Weber (2013).
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III. Instructions

In what follows, we present the instructions used in the laboratory experiment.The in-

structions of the follow-up experiment on MTurk followed the same logic and were adjusted

appropriately. Details are available upon request from the authors.

Instructions 

 First of all, we would like to thank you very much for participating in this experiment. Please read the

instructions carefully. The experiment will last for about 45-60 minutes.

 During the entire experiment, no communication is allowed. If there is something that you do not

understand or if you have any questions, now or at some point during the experiment, please raise your

hand and remain seated. One of our colleagues will come to you and answer your question.

 During the experiment, you have the possibility to earn money. The amount you will receive at the end

of the session depends on how many “Taler” you earn during the experiment.

 At the end of the experiment, the amount of “Taler” that you have earned will be converted into real 

money at an exchange rate of 10 Taler = 1 Euro.

 You will receive a show-up fee of 100 Taler with which you will play throughout the experiment.

Depending on your role and your decisions, you will be able to make additional money. You will be paid

anonymously at the end of the experiment.

Procedure 

 The experiment consists of a questionnaire and decisions. The experiment will be played exactly once.

 There are 3 different types of roles in this experiment: A, B, and C. Player A moves first, after which

Players B and C follow. In addition to this, a charity will be part of this experiment with which only Player

A interacts.

 Each participant in this experiment is randomly assigned one of these three roles at the beginning of the

experiment and remains in the same role throughout the experiment. No participant plays in more than

one role.

 Each participant plays this experiment in groups of 3, each of which are in a different role. Hence, each

group has exactly one participant in the role of A, B, and C, respectively. Each participant as well as the

charity start with the exact same endowment of 100 Taler.

 The decision of Player A only affect the charity. The exact charitable organization will be randomly

chosen from a list of 3 charities at the end of the experiment.

 The decision of Player B only affects the payoffs of Player A.

 Player C does not make any active decisions.
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Player A’s Role in Detail 

 A player in this role starts with his or her show-up fee of 100 Taler. The charitable organization with 

which this player interacts starts with 100 Taler as well. 

 Player A can make one of the following decisions towards the charity exactly once: 

1. To take money away from the charity and add to one’s own account 

2. To leave the equal split between him/her and the charity unaltered 

3. To give money from one’s own account to the charity (any amount given to charity will be 

doubled by the experimenter. 

 The amount of money that is in the charity account at the end of the experiment will be doubled by the 

experimenter and donated to one of the following three charities: (1) Doctors Without Borders, (2) 

United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), or (3) World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF). The charity will be 

randomly chosen at the end of the experiment. 

o To ensure the credibility of our claim, we will upload all donation receipts to our website in due 

time. 

 Player A’s decision towards the charity may or may not be observed by either Player B or Player C. This 

will be randomly determined once the experiment starts and announced on the screen. 

 

Player B’s Role in Detail 

 A player in this role starts with his or her show-up fee of 100 Taler. 

 In addition, this player is given the right to decide upon the distribution of an additional 100 Taler in a 

money box.  

 This player decides whether and how much of the 100 Taler in this money box he/she wants to send to 

Player A. The mount sent will be doubled by the experimenter and added to Player’s A account. 

 Importantly, the money left in this money box, i.e. money that Player B decided not to send to Player A, 

cannot be retained by Player B. That is, Player B retains his/her original endowment of 100 Taler 

regardless of his/her decision of what to do with the 100 Taler in the money box.  

 

Player C’s Role in Detail 

 A player in this role starts with his or her show-up fee of 100 Taler. 

 Player C remains passive and does not engage in any active decision-making. 
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General Payoff Procedure 

 At the end of the experiment, exactly one group in this session that you partake is chosen at random. 

Only the decisions of the members of this group are implemented. Based on this, both Player A and B, 

whose decisions are payoff-relevant, will be players from the same group. 

o This means that the decision of exactly one Player A in this experiment is going to determine the 

payoffs of the charitable organization. 

o This also means that the decision of exactly one Player B will affect exactly one Player A’s payoff.  

o In this case, Player A can leave with a minimum of 0 Taler (if he/she decides to give all of the 

initial endowment to the charity) and a maximum of 400 Taler (if he/she decides to keep the own 

initial endowment (= 100 Taler), take all of the money from the charity (100 Taler), and receives 

all of the money from the charity by Player B (= 2*100 Taler)). 

 Every other participant who is not part of the randomly chosen group will receive his/her initial 

endowment of 100 Taler regardless of his/her decisions. In those groups, no decisions towards the 

charity are payoff relevant. The charity will only be paid once by the group that is payoff relevant. 

 Whether or not you are part of the payoff-relevant group will be revealed only at the very end of the 

experiment. 

 

Detailed Payoff Procedure 

If player ends up in the randomly chosen payoff-relevant group: 

 Player A: (100 Taler initial endowment) +/- (Taler given to/taken from the charity) + (Taler received from 

Player B) 

 Player B: 100 Taler 

 Player C: 100 Taler 

 Charity:  

o If Player A decides to give money: 100 Taler + 2*amount given by Player A 

o If Player A decides to take money away: 100 Taler – amount taken by Player A 

 

 If player does not end up in the randomly chosen payoff-relevant group: 

 Player A: 100 Taler 

 Player B: 100 Taler 

 Player C: 100 Taler 

 Charity: 0 (decisions towards the charity not payoff relevant) 
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